
 

 

PANEL RESULTS & COMMENTS 

2018 PROJECT SUPPORT II 
 

FOCUS ON EDUCATION 
 
  
Your Project Title: THE ARTS OF PEACE PROGRAMARTS INSTEAD OF VIOLENCE 

Your Project Summary: “The Arts of Peace” is a “Violence Prevention Program” where we strive to peak 

the interest of the children in the Arts and culture. So that they can expend their energies and efforts in the 

arts instead of violence. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel felt that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application that 

the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $3,500 

 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     
Michelle Currica 

(Philadelphia, PA) 

Ashe Helm-Hernández 

(Atlanta, GA) 

Ashley Hosseini 

(Bloomington, IN) 

Miah Michaelson 

(Indianapolis, IN) 

Francisco Ollervides 

(Caledonia, OH) 

 

On the next page you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the 

question: With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s 

three funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2018-PS-II-Panel-Guide-for-Web.pdf
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Score: Somewhat 

Comment: Arts & Cultural Vibrancy - The application demonstrates some evidence. Would like to have 

seen more info on the particular disciplines the students will explore and what level of expertise the students 

will gain. It was somewhat unclear about the connection between the instruction and the parade. 

Organizational Capacity - The application demonstrates some evidence. Would like to have seen more 

about how students are selected, how such an age range of students is managed, and whether or not this 

program is meant to be ongoing (i.e. students can repeat multiple times). Are there opportunities for 

students to expand their interests via partnering with other arts agencies? It's not clear. Public Benefit - The 

application demonstrates evidence. They clearly know the community they are working to serve, and the 

one-on-one work with the participants to select the discipline they are interested in is notable. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The organization understands it's stated community and seeks to engage the community on a 

deep, meaningful level through this project. The project will build meaningful relationships with the students 

involved, parents, the schools, and the broader community - it also makes use of several community 

partnerships. All of the above demonstrate the public value of the project. Arts/cultural vibrancy is evident 

in that the project will inspire community and constituents to think differently and creatively. Project may 

also challenge some community members and participants, and urges youth of different communities to 

come together and unite around art. Project will be facilitated by experienced arts/cultural professionals. 

Reflection is incorporated into process through a) the event at end where all will come together to see 

products of the classes and b) the assessment of involved students pre- and post- classes. Organizational 

capacity demonstrated by large number of staff and community partners involved in project. Financial plan 

appears solid and clear. One issue I had was that I thought the project plan could be clearer and community 

could be defined more clearly - I still don't understand which youth are to be involved in the project and I 

think I understand the classes but would have liked more info about how/why these classes are structured 

or offered like they are. All that said - I think the public benefit is very clear despite the organizational 

capacity issues. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this proposal meets the funding criteria. Public Benefit: The applicant demonstrates that it 

understands, works with, and responds to its community. It also builds meaningful relationships with 

residents and community partners. Focus on Education serves as an intermediary for parents and families 

with the school district. Fostering parental peer mentorship and growing leadership within each generation 

participating in the organization's programming. I have one concern about the organization's accessibility 

and openness due to a comment within the District Advisory Council (DAC) Book. While summarizing the 

damage the prison industrial complex causes on the black male community the comment laments that some 

formerly incarcerated upon release return to society "never wanting or having a desire for female 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 2 
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companionship ever again." As written, the comment conflates the prison industrial complex with human 

sexuality and therefore limits the scope of the organization's public benefit. Homophobia and transphobia 

are both forms of violence experienced within the African American/black community. Many young people 

are alienated from their communities because of long held beliefs, non-inclusive attitudes or perceived lack 

of commonality. Artistic & Cultural Vibrancy: Focus on Education engages a diverse team of arts and 

cultural professionals, qualified to complete the project. The organization inspires its community to think 

creatively. Youth for example, through the use of arts learn self healing methods creating a change in 

behavior which can make an impact on their peers, family units and community. All from the goal of better 

performance in school.Organizational Capacity: The organization's budget is realistic, expenses for CAC 

funds total $3,416.59 out of the $4,000 ask. The group also demonstrates a clear plan to reach the match 

requirement. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The applicant meets the funding criteria. The proposal is addresses the issue of violence in the 

community by engaging the youth to make a commitment to peace through arts and prevention. The 

applicant presents a unique experience for young people and a collaborative approach to execute the 

project event. The project has organizational support through collaboration with the public library for 

auditions and classes and the local school to host their main event which will showcase young people’s 

artistic abilities developed through the project. Support materials are sufficient, but I do wish documentation 

of the project was higher quality. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: A vibrant event with 80 participants expected in one day. Funds are primarily for arts materials. 

Appreciated the detailed plans for raising matching funds. 

 

 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin  India Pierre-Ingram 
manager – project support associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     ipierreingram@cacgrants.org 

 216.515.8303 x101  216.515.8303 x107

Panelist 4 

Panelist 5 

mailto:dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org
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